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About This Game

Elephant Games, the studio that brought you Haunted Hotel and Hallowed Legends series, warns you to prepare for the end of
the world in the next thrilling chapter of Chimeras!

A dark shadow falls over the city of Munich during a solar eclipse, causing a chain of supernatural events and shocking murders.
The police are baffled and need your help to solve the crimes. But another darker force is at work, and there are whispers of a
secret society. A fortune teller warns of a mysterious wanderer who holds the key to the city's fate. She claims you're the one

who will guide his path. Your choices will have consequences! Will you cause its destruction, or will you raise it from the ashes?
Find out in this heart-pounding hidden-object puzzle adventure!

Play the bonus game to catch a secret society member's murderer!
Hunt for morphing objects and tarot cards

Collect and display morphing chimeras
Earn special achievements

Use the available strategy guide
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WTF!!! No way to exit the game without hitting Ctrl-alt-delete, you HAVE to go through the flat-track FIRST before you can
get to a GP bike...SAD...I'm asking for a refund. In a VR game a developer should try its best to not take control away from the
player. In Almost every interlude i felt trapped, with no way to skip. Especially the way the cut scenes took away my hands, and
control. This is an incredibly short game. Each chapter consisting of 2-3 puzzles. And the game revels in it's narrator, and really
trying to spoon feed the player atmosphere. For me personally it felt limiting.

On another note, the characters father berating me wasn't a pleasant experience. Played off as Jovial, was REALLY
uncomfortable.. Fun but a little glitchy. I found this game to be quick and easy. Easy learning curve but lacking in content,
finished the game 100% in 2 hours.. The best RTS\/RPG mix game, 5 great nations, full voiced singleplayer campaign, coop, AI
skirmish, ranked multiplayer coming soon.. This game has it all and only for a 25 euros.

I never bought a better price value ratio game, its a must buy for people who like fantasy games.. It still has a very very long way
to go, but it's not bad - Didn't play it very long as playing with only 9fps on the american server was a bit too laggy for me, but
when / if this game makes more progress and re-opens it's EU server so I can play with out constant stuttering I will be back!.
Excellent riddles!
However, sometimes, the controls of some contraptions feel cumbersome to use due to the camera perspective.
But thats only a slight drawback.
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Its basically a rip off of Space Rangers, and despite being released 10 years later than that game - it has worse graphics, fewer
planets to visit, fewer quests, fewer weapons, basically its worse in every way.

Just play Space Rangers, they are selling it on GOG for like $5. Excellent project coming outa the modding community.. I first
played the demo a couple months after its release on Kongregate, which was almost a year ago. I finished where the demo
ended, and for the next year continued to think on and off about this game because of how damn great it was. I finished the
demo on Steam again a couple days ago, and immediately bought the full version.

This game doesn't feel like it's playing itself for you—you're left to your own choices to pursue your own adventure. On the way
you'll find secrets that have their own mysteries behind them that will eventually reveal themselves as you progress. I would
even kind of compare it to Subnautica.

This game isn't hard, but certainly still manages to be fun. As the developer said himself, it's not "Candy Crush casual," but
more like "Stardew Valley casual." This was in response to one of the four negative reviews on Steam currently. The developer
responded to the two of them in which something can actually be taken away from, and he is very good on taking criticism and
feedback which is something I can appreciate.

The price will be raised once this game comes out of early access, which is said to be happening around the end of 2019, so buy
it now while it's cheap :0. achievements hunt only. The game is not bad at all, I enjoyed it and at .99 cents you can't beat that
price. Also the Dev. is very active and very responsive.

See my Game play at : https:\/\/youtu.be\/aiWehkoeYp8
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